




Victorian DIY 
 

he season is changing.  Trees are turning color (and, in my neighborhood, turning color one day and 
dropping all their leaves the next).  The nights are getting colder and I’ve hunted out the warmer blankets. In 
Victorian England, this would be (according to the article at the end of this issue) the month in which a 

household would light its first fire for the season; in our house, it means switching from A/C to heat.   
 This time of year has always put me in a “crafty” mood.  As Halloween drew near, one could not help but 
think that Thanksgiving wasn’t far behind—with Christmas close upon its heels.  That tang in the air meant it was 
time to start thinking about creating ornaments and gifts for the holidays. 
 It’s an impulse that was clearly shared by Victorian women and girls.  I had never imagined, before my 
headlong plunge into the world of Victorian women’s magazines, what a DIY culture this was! 
 Of course, there’s a certain amount of necessity involved.  If one wishes, for example, to adorn the mantel 
with a piece of embroidery, one can’t simply pick up a cheap bit of cloth machine-embroidered in China.  And 
some might also argue that Victorian ladies needed to find something to do with all that time on their hands, what 
with servants doing all the heavy lifting in the household. 
 But there seems to be more to the Victorian tendency toward crafts and creativity than a mere need to fill their 
idle hours.  There seems to have been a deep desire not simply to surround oneself with beautiful things, but to 
create beauty.  Possibly the desire to turn one’s home into a haven of loveliness might have been in part an urge to 
counter the very real ugliness that one might encounter in the outer world, but I don’t plan to wax philosophical 
about Victorian creativity.  It’s enough that it existed, and its charm is what draws many of us to that world. 
 What makes me marvel the most, however, is the diversity of Victorian crafts.  One tends to think of the 
Victorian lady, or girl, as a gentle, quiet, even mousy little creature, bent over her needle.  Needlecrafts seem the 
perfect activity for this unassuming, unassertive female—embroidery, crochet, knitting, perhaps a spot of lace-
making.  And this was the sort of craft article I expected to find in magazines aimed at “the Victorian girl.” 
 Apparently Victorian craft-writers thought the Victorian girl to be capable of a great deal more than this!  
Magazines like The Girl’s Own Paper seem to have no difficulty imagining these delicate, ladylike creatures 
happily banging away on brass repoussé work, hammering at wrought iron, attacking bits of wood with a hot 
poker, or taking up woodcarving.  I haven’t actually seen a piece on sculpting stone, but a Victorian lady 
apparently wouldn’t cause anyone to bat an eye if she sculpted in clay.   
 Another eye-opener is the sheer scale of some of the projects a Victorian lady might undertake.  Now, I 
engaged in embroidery for years, but it never occurred to me to tackle something the size, say, of a “pianoforte 
cover”—i.e., an embroidered panel large enough to cover the entire back of one’s upright piano!  I’ve 
embroidered household linens, but I would have drawn the line at drapes! 
 The DIY spirit also extended into the creation of home furnishings.  Victorian magazines clearly understood 
that women might wish to have a home full of beautiful things—but lack the budget to easily make that a reality.  
Hence magazines abounded with articles on how to create charming and useful furniture from, say, packing 
crates—or how to refinish some older bit of furniture in a newer, more fashionable mode.  One article from 
Ingalls’ Home Magazine (sadly, too damaged to reprint) described the many uses a housewife found for the pieces 
of a broken and abandoned crib. Another explains how to create bookshelves from wooden thread spools. 
 I suspect these Victorian women were aware of something we are in danger of forgetting, in this day of 
Facebook and Pinterest: The immense satisfaction to be gained from actually, physically creating something with 
one’s own hands.  While I derive a great deal of fulfillment from my work as a writer and editor, creating 
something physical—such as a bead necklace or a holiday ornament—taps into and satisfies a different part of my 
brain.  It’s a part of our brains that won’t ever be fulfilled with posts and texts and tweets, and that can never 
achieve true contentment from hours of passive entertainment.   
 Today, we are encouraged to be consumers rather than creators.  We are urged to consume entertainment, 
appreciate beauty, and pass along images and comments to encourage others to do the same.  Today, there’s big 
money is in such consumption. But while consumption can bring us enjoyment, it can never bring the same 
satisfaction as being creative—no matter how good, or how awful, the end results of one’s creative efforts may be.  
The Victorians were on to something—and I hope it’s something we can find a way to recapture today! 
 

—Moira Allen, Editor 
editors@victorianvoices.net 
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